Star Trek: A Call To Duty
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Scott Dorsey as CSO Kevin Nash
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Absent
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Kytrinka Nekoto as EO Valentine

Host SM-Trish says:
USS Cherokee 10209.29 Aid has Arrived Part 4
Host SM-Trish says:
The CTO is trapped in a cave-in by a booby trap left by the Maquis.
Host SM-Trish says:
Help has arrived and the digging out process is beginning.  The problem is, will he run out of oxygen before the crew can extricate him?
Host SM-Trish says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host SM-Trish says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Following Commander Siatty with his medical team not far behind.  They are, Jared Ixion, Brian Somers and Shelby Heward.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#::Outside of cave, just starting to dig.::
OPS_Jones says:
::returning to the work area so she can get back to finding a frequency that will allow the people of this world to communicate without error::
Host CO_Lyon says:
*CSO*: Lyon to Nash. Commander, you're in charge here until I return from Jarka.
CNS_Selar says:
::walks out of her office and walks over to Pat:: Pat: Anything?
CEO_Terumo says:
#::near the cave in with his crew, impatient with the current progress::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CMO: I don't like the looks of this.  We're probably going to have a lack of air down there.
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Takes out his tricorder and tries to scan for the CTO's life sign.::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Monitoring the crews working on the aqueduct systems. Heads back to the Med. Facility.::  *CO*: Understood sir.
CNS_Selar says:
<Pat>CNS: There is a women that will be here in 15 minutes Ma'am.
CTO_Worthington says:
#::sitting quietly, trying to stay calm::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Can we detect anything with the Tricorders?  I don't want to start further cave ins.  Do you think it's safe to dig?
Host SM-Trish ACTION:  The CO is beamed directly to the cave-in site. (Transporter.wav)
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::appears near the cave-in site::
OPS_Jones says:
::gets back to see that the Captain had the computer analyze the scenario to get the solution quicker::
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> ::waits nervously for the people to hurry up::
CNS_Selar says:
Pat: Thank you. ::walks through an area until she reaches the center of the room:: ALL: Come here for a moment please.
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: We've been monitoring the strategic integrity of the cave, and I believe that digging with light equipment is an acceptable risk. Heavy digging, on the other hand, isn't advised.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#::Cautiously starts picking rocks out of the pile.::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::walks over to where the others are and takes a look at the situation:: XO: Report.
OPS_Jones says:
Computer:  Progress on the analysis.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: I see, so simply turning the Shuttle Tractor Beams on the rock isn't going to work.
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Looks over to his med team and then to Commander Siatty.::  XO:  Sir, my tricorder is unable to locate the Commander because of the mineral deposits that are interfering with sensors.
CNS_Selar says:
::watches all staff come to her:: All: Ok, I need the reports on every patient you have talked to. I don't care how long or short the talk was, I need those reports.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: Nothing to report yet.  We can't even tell what's inside the cave in.
CSO_Nash says:
*OPS, CNS*: This is Commander Nash. I will be monitoring the work on the aqueduct system and the fields. If I may be of assistance feel free to call me.
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: Not if we want to get them out... But perhaps we can work on an opening that will allow our instruments to get readings from the cave. Maybe even enough to beam them out...
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::nods:: XO: I see. I heard what Terumo had to say.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> ::notices the CO arrive:: CO: Are you hear to save Mr. Trent? You better hurry!
Host SM-Trish says:
<Computer> OPS:  Working, analysis not complete.
OPS_Jones says:
*CSO*:  Understood.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: I'm going to see if I can sense them inside.  ::Closes eyes, concentrating on the missing crew.::
CMO_Bannister says:
#XO, CEO:  What about phasers?  Can't we just blast our way through?
CNS_Selar says:
::hears the comm:: *CSO*: Aye Commander. ::goes back to talking to her staff::
CEO_Terumo says:
#CMO: I'd sure like to, but I'd advise against it.
OPS_Jones says:
Computer:  Estimated time to completion?
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CMO: Perhaps, but if we do, it may cause further collapses.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::turns to Tory and kneels to talk to her face to face:: Tory: We will, honey. I promise. He's one of my best friends, I won't let anything happen to him.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Can we use the Tractor beam in another way, to sort of reinforce the cave's roof?  Allow us to, as the Doctor said, blast our way through?
CMO_Bannister says:
#XO:  We can't just leave them to die there.  ::Becomes slightly agitated because he doesn't want to lose someone on his first mission.::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Heads away from the Med. Facility as the CNS and OPS report in. Heads back to the field and sees how the team working there is progressing.::
OPS_Jones says:
<Computer>  OPS:  Estimated Time to Completion---7 hours.
CNS_Selar says:
<LtJG_Hanna>CNS: Ma'am can I speak to you in private please.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CMO: Of course not, that isn't even an option.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#::Kneels down, smiling.::  Tory: Have you been inside these caves?
CNS_Selar says:
Hanna: Yes. ::walks to her office:: Hanna: What do you need?
OPS_Jones says:
::curses to herself::  Self:  Too long.  Computer:  Stop analysis, set to manual adjustments.
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Calms down a bit and thinks about what he and his team can do.::
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: Just give me a second... #EO Torres: We could get a force field in there if we could get a modified tricorder in there, right?
CNS_Selar says:
<LtJG_Hanna>CNS: Well, I have to inform you that I am leaving after this mission.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::looks up:: CEO: Moving the larger rocks first should give us some kind of starting point.
OPS_Jones says:
<Computer>  OPS:  Acknowledged, manual adjustment setting engaged.
CNS_Selar says:
Hanna: Why is that? ::looks a little shocked::
CEO_Terumo says:
#<EO Torres> *EO Selena*: I need your help down here. Can you get a force field on these large rocks on the top of the cave long enough to beam a tricorder in there?
CNS_Selar says:
<LtJG_Hanna> CNS: I was offered a Counselor job on the USS Lightwing. So I took it.
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: We've got an idea that could work. If we can beam a modified tricorder in there, we may be able to get a force field in there large enough to protect the team.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> CO: But you need to go faster! I can help too!
CNS_Selar says:
Hanna: I see. Well get back to your work, I will do all of the work needed for your transfer.
CMO_Bannister says:
#CEO:  But without accurate readings you could be beaming the tricorder into one of the people or into solid rock.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Arrives at the field and checks in on the progress.:: <Science Team>: How are we coming on the planting?
Host CO_Lyon says:
#Tory: We're going as fast as we can, honey.
CNS_Selar says:
<LtJG_Hanna>CNS: Aye Ma'am. ::walks out of the office and starts doing work::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#Tory: Problem is, if we go too fast, the thing may collapse again.  Can you tell me how big those caves are?
CTO_Worthington says:
#::starts to ponder what would happen if the air runs out, then shakes his head and tries to remain calm::
CNS_Selar says:
Self: I wish I was told what is going on with the rest of the crew. I have not seen one senior staff member all day. ::takes out her padd::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::nods to Tach to talk to her some more and gets up:: Tory: I'm starting to move some of those rocks now.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> XO: Dunno, pretty big I guess.
CEO_Terumo says:
#CMO: Well, we can estimate pretty well what we're beaming into. The problem is that we won't have anyway to tell where it arrived, though. If it's 5 meters from them or 50.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#Tory: I'm just wondering how much room they have to maneuver inside there.  Are the rooms about as big as the shuttle over there?  Bigger maybe?
CMO_Bannister says:
#CEO:  Can't we just make another opening in the cave like say ten meters to the left or right?
Host CO_Lyon says:
#CEO/CMO: Quit stalling and start doing. Terumo, get your teams to work on getting a tricorder or some air to them. CMO: Doctor, I'm going to need those brilliant hands of yours. ::walks towards the pile of rubble and picks up a sizable rock::
CNS_Selar says:
::looks up and notices a woman walking through her door:: Woman: Hello there.
OPS_Jones says:
::she starts adjusting the frequency slightly::
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Nods at the Captain and waves for his three medical personnel to help moving rocks.  He goes over and picks up a rock and throws it to the side.::
CNS_Selar says:
<Magerna>CNS: Hello Counselor. I am here, umm… to talk.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO/ CMO: Might be better to put the Doctor on trying to get the Tricorder and scanners to be able to scan through the rocks.  See if there is a way.
CEO_Terumo says:
#EO Torres/*EO Selena* : Let's give it a try. Selena, I'm counting on you.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> XO: There pretty big, I could get me and my friends in there, but some of them are gone now.
CNS_Selar says:
Magerna: Sure. Take a seat. ::motions to chair:: So what is on your mind?
Host XO_Siatty says:
#Tory: Thanks.
CEO_Terumo says:
#<EO Torres>: *EO Selena*: I've altered a tricorder and it's at my current location. Prepare to energize in 10 seconds.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#XO: If the ship sensors couldn't do it, you think we can?
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: What if we use the forcefield in steps.  Open the first section with one, then open the next, until we get inside.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: It may be something we can reconfigure the sensors around.
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: We'll try...
CMO_Bannister says:
#::helps Shelby move a big rock and tosses it over to the side.::
CTO_Worthington says:
#::things start to get a little hazy, yet Trent tries to keep focus::
CNS_Selar says:
<Magerna>CNS: Well, I just well.. I did something bad today..I umm…. tried to steal somebody’s young child.
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  CO:  Captain, with your permission, I would like to return to my equipment.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks at the field. Notices that the seeds have sprouted at last.:: <Science Team> Commander: They have just begun sprouting. Let's give them another 24 hours before we replicate.
CNS_Selar says:
::looks up at Magerna:: Magerna: Why did you try to steal another persons child?
Host CO_Lyon says:
#Morgan: Agreed. Too many people will fall over each other. The communications are just as important.
CEO_Terumo says:
#<EO Selena> *EO Torres/CEO*: Starting now... the gravitational constant on the larger rock is being decreased... Everything's holding so far...
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  CO:  Thank you, Captain.  Good Luck.
CNS_Selar says:
<Magerna>CNS: I want a child! I don't care if it is my own!
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: If the CEO's shield idea works, we could clear a section fairly quickly using the Tractor Beam from the shuttle. Won't work too many times before the remaining rocks block it, but it should be a start.
CNS_Selar says:
Magerna: Yes, but that is by no means a way you should get one.
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  ::returns to the communication equipment::
CEO_Terumo says:
#<EO Selena> *EO Torres/CEO*: Testing the tricorder destination... Beaming the tricorder now... It's in!
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::keeps moving rocks out of the entrance to the caves:: XO: Ok, but we have to work quickly. Let me know when you are ready.
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Helps his team move some more rocks.::
CSO_Nash says:
< Science Team Leader Goode> SO: This is great progress. I believe that will be sufficient time to see if they survive.
CNS_Selar says:
::continues talking to her::
CEO_Terumo says:
#*EO Selena*/EO Torres: Great work! 
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: Now we just have to see if they can activate it around them.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: As soon as the Chief is ready we can try it.  For now I'll dig with you.  I'm not an engineer in the least bit.
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  *OPS*:  This is Morgan, I am back to resume the project on this end.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::smiles:: XO: I was one, but not all that good. ::takes the one side of a rock:: Help me with this one.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#::Grabs the rock and helps to lift.::
OPS_Jones says:
*Morgan*:  Excellent.  I am slowly adjusting frequencies until the correct one is found.
CNS_Selar says:
::they finish talking, she gets up and walks out of her office, she walks downstairs and then walks outside:: Self: I needed a break.
Host CO_Lyon says:
ACTOIN: The tricorder materializes near Trent... one end firmly embedded in the rock wall.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Can we use the forcefield to reinforce the beginning of the tunnel, to let us tractor the debris out?
CTO_Worthington says:
#::sees a glint out of the corner of his eye, and starts to think that he is really beginning to slip::
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  *OPS*:  Acknowledged.
CNS_Selar says:
::wonders what she should do for the time being::
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: Well, Sir, just as long as they can activate it, we should be in the clear to tractor all of this out of the way.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::puts the large rock to one side with Tach's help and straightens:: XO: Hot work this... ::removes his uniform jacket and turtleneck shirt, just wearing the standard issue vest underneath. Removes his badge from the jacket and places it on his chest again::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Try and make it happen.  Maybe if we can clear a path, we'll be able to "see" through the rocks.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> ::sits down and starts crying, thinking Mr. Trent is going to die::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::sees Tory and walks over to her, sits down on the ground and puts her on his lap:: Tory: Don't cry, sweetie... he's going to be OK.
CNS_Selar says:
::she then sits down on a rock and moves her hair out of her face:: *Pat*: When is my next session?
CSO_Nash says:
<Science Team>: Now should be the time to hit the plants with the growth solution.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> ::pushes away at the CO:: CO: No he won't! He's going to die and it's all my fault!
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Continues heaving rocks out of the way.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: I'm almost tempted to bring down the glob bitten bag of leather.  See if we can put his strength to good use.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::holds onto the child:: Tory: He's not. I won't let him, and its not your fault. He knew the dangers of going in there. There was nothing you could have done to prevent that.
CNS_Selar says:
<Pat>*CNS*: Not for a while Jennifer. About three hours or so.
CEO_Terumo says:
#Self: Why don't they activate it?! Damn!
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> CO: No! I promised him!. It's all my fault. ::she gets up and runs away::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::sighs:: XO: I have a kid to console. Get those tractors and things working and keep me updated. ::sets off after Tory::
CMO_Bannister says:
#CO:  Sir, would you like me to send Crewman Heward to retrieve the child?
CTO_Worthington says:
#::starts to wonder how Thomas is:: SEC_Thomas: How you holding up?
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: Aye sir.
CNS_Selar says:
*Pat*: Thanks Pat. ::she sits there and wonders if she should call the Captain and ask the progress of the team::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::yells over his shoulder:: CMO: Its OK!
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Sees the Captain run off.::  Self:  Guess not.  ::Returns to moving rocks and winks at Shelby.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: See if she can lead you to further help.  There is a village just over there.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<SEC_Thomas> CTO: I'm fine, sir. I know they will have us out of here in a few minutes.
CNS_Selar says:
::closes her eyes and uses her ability and starts sensing the feelings of everyone, she feels strange readings from the CO and CTO::
CSO_Nash says:
<Science Team> Commander: Aye sir. :: Gets out the sprayer attachment and applies the growth formula to the sprouting plants.::
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Looks over to the XO.::  XO:  Sir, at this rate, the Commander's chances of still being alive are minimal.  He could end up having irreversible brain damage from oxygen deprivation.
CNS_Selar says:
::she takes out her tricorder, opens it up and starts playing with it::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::runs after Tory and catches up quickly:: Tory: Sweetie! Its not your fault!
OPS_Jones says:
*Morgan*:  Let's try a test at setting 4.278.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CMO: Doctor, come quick, I think we found one of them.  ::Starts clearing debris from around a boot lying near the edge of the cave in debris.::
CTO_Worthington says:
#SEC_Thomas: I am sure they are right outside. Just stay calm. ::starts repeating a poem he wrote once to himself::
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Goes over to Commander Siatty and grabs his med kit again.::
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  *OPS*:  Understood,  adjusting to 4.278.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> CO: Yes it is! Now leave me alone!
CNS_Selar says:
::she gets up and walks back into the medical facility and bumps into Dr. Evershire and drops her tricorder::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#All: Let's clear him out, quick.
OPS_Jones says:
::Kyleigh sends a message,  "Test"::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#Tory: No its not. Running away is not going to help in the least. Come back with me, so you can be there when we get him.
CMO_Bannister says:
<Dr. Evershire> CNS:  Sorry Counselor, didn't mean to bump into you.  ::Picks up the tricorder and hands it to her.::
CEO_Terumo says:
#::runs to where the XO is together with the rest of the Engineering team:: CMO: How's he?
CNS_Selar says:
::takes her tricorder:: Evershire: Sure.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Not good.  I am able to sense two of them inside, Rogers here isn't one of them I sensed.
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Helps get the person out from under the rubble and then takes out his tricorder to scan him.::
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  ::hears the message a little clearer but not at optimal level::   *OPS*:  I can hear you better but optimal level is still out of reach.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> CO: I want to help. I promised I would. Will you let me help?
CNS_Selar says:
::walks away from Evershire and walks up to her floor:: All: Report.
OPS_Jones says:
*Morgan*:  Understood.  ::moves settings to 5.975::  Try 5.975.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::holds out his hand to Tory:: Tory: You can help where you won't be in danger, ok?
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CMO: Move him back a bit, I can't sense him, but that doesn't mean much.  He may be unconscious.
CNS_Selar says:
<Pat>CNS: Everything is peachy Jennifer.
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  *OPS*:  5.975,  Aye.
CEO_Terumo says:
#Self: What's that?! ::slides half way into the cave, just long enough to activate the transponder::
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> CO: I want to help Mr. Trent. ::takes the CO's hand::
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Looks over the scans.::  CEO:  His left leg is broken in two places and he is suffering from oxygen deprivation.  ::Opens his medkit and takes a vial of dexalin and injects Rogers in the neck with the hypospray.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Did you say before you were able to locate Commander Worthington and Mister Thomas?
CNS_Selar says:
::walks to her office, she sits down in her chair and takes the padd from her desk noticing there is a note on it, she starts to read::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::takes her hand and leads her back to where the excavation is happening.:: Tory: You can help best by being there when we get him.
OPS_Jones says:
::again sends the test message::
CEO_Terumo says:
#<EO Selena> *CEO*: I'm getting a reading from inside the cave! I'm bringing the force field online!
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: Well, we'll be able to see them now! Let's use the shuttle's tractor beam and clear this mess!
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  *OPS*:  That's clearer but we still haven't grasped the brass ring yet.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Excellent work, lets...  ::Stops as he hears a rumbling, another small cave in starting.::  All:  Clear back a bit!
CNS_Selar says:
::she puts the padd down and takes out her mini-computer:: Computer: Open USS Cherokee Personal Files.
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Looks over to his med team.::  Medic:  Let's put this man on a stretcher, and we have to make sure his leg is secure. ::Hears the rumbling and clears away.::
CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: Nash to Lyon, Captain, I believe that we are ready here. The aqueduct system is up and working, and the field is growing. I had growth formula sprayed on the plants and will hopefully begin replicating more fields a day from now.
CEO_Terumo says:
#::starts moving away from the cave:: Self: Damn!
Host CO_Lyon says:
#*CSO*: Good work, Commander. We're still working on getting Trent and Thomas out. I'll let you know when we have them.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: How deep are they?  Can we tell?
CNS_Selar says:
::the computer displays many files, she starts browsing through them, she then stops at the CMO's and opens it up:: Self: This may be interesting.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#*CO*: We found Rogers, Doctor Bannister is treating him now.
OPS_Jones says:
::chuckles at the old cliche::  *Morgan*:  All right  7.156.
CEO_Terumo says:
#*EO Selena*: Do you still have a signal from the cave? What's happened?
CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: Thank you Captain. Understood. And all our hopes are with you.
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  *OPS*:  7.156,  Aye.
Host CO_Lyon says:
ACTION: The second cave in makes a lot of dust, and rubble rolls down on the inside of the cave in, making the situation worse. Lots of dust fills the air, making breathing more difficult.
CNS_Selar says:
::feels strange readings from where the CO is, so she decides to ask what is going on:: *CO* Captain, I am feeling something strange around your area. What exactly is going on? ::continues reading::
OPS_Jones says:
::again she resends the test message::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#*XO*: Acknowledged. I'm almost there.
CEO_Terumo says:
#<EO Selena>*CEO*: I've got a faint signal, Sir. Judging by the signal's strength, I believe we've got about 2 more meters of rock to get through.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#*CO*: Come with caution, we just had another cave in over here.
OPS_Jones says:
*CSO*:  Commander, we are nearing our goal with the communication system.
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: Early estimates point to 2 more meters deep, Sir.
Host CO_Lyon says:
*CNS*: Instabilities in the area we're working, Counselor.
CTO_Worthington says:
#<SEC_Thomas> ::gets up and walks over towards the latest cave in, ripping at the new fallen debris:: CTO: We got to get out of here!
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::picks Tory up and walks faster to the caves::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: What about air?  Can we open an air passage before they suffocate?
CNS_Selar says:
::confused with what the CO is implying:: *CO*: Aye sir. ::she leaves him be and continues reading::
CEO_Terumo says:
#<EO Selena> *CEO*: As far as I can tell, the force field is holding, Sir.
CMO_Bannister says:
#<Med Team> ::Carefully places Rogers on an anti-gravity stretcher and secures him.::
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan> ::hears the message a whole lot clearer::  *OPS*:  That is much clearer, however there is still a slight hint of static on the line.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#:;arrives at the scene and puts Tory down again:: XO: Report.
CTO_Worthington says:
#::trying harder to breathe with all the dust:: SEC_Thomas: Sit down Mister, you are doing no good!
CSO_Nash says:
*OPS*: Great job. Keep me posted. I'll let the Captain know when you have it all ironed out.
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: I can't get any readings on that, Sir. The force field inside is holding, though. This might be a good time to start using tractor beams.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: We were making progress when we heard a rumble and a further collapse.  Looks to be on our end, though.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Understood, let's do it.
OPS_Jones says:
*Morgan*:  Excellent, let's try setting 8.231.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::nods:: XO/CEO: Get them out of there... the sooner the better. ::walks over to Bannister::
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Goes over to the XO and the CO.::  CO, XO:  Rogers' wounds aren’t life threatening and he should be alright once I fuse his broken leg back together.  But with the increase of the dust in the cave it makes it that more important that we get to the other two crewmembers.
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan>  *OPS*:  8.231,  Aye.
CNS_Selar says:
::she thinks the CMO has an interesting file:: Self: Very odd.
Host CO_Lyon says:
ACTION: Thomas ignores Trent and keeps pulling at the rubble. A large rock near the top comes loose and falls on him.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CMO: Understood on that, but I'm more nervous about the air they have.
CTO_Worthington says:
#SEC_Thomas: Look out!
Host CO_Lyon says:
#CMO: Beam Rogers to the ship and let your team there work on him.
CNS_Selar says:
::she starts looking over files of the Narmanon women::
CTO_Worthington says:
#::gets up and moves toward Thomas:: SEC_Thomas: Report, Mister!
CMO_Bannister says:
#CO:  Yes sir.  ::Turns towards Somers.::  Somers:  Brian, transport back to Cherokee and have Doctor Chalmers beam back up as well.  Brief her on what has happened.
Host CO_Lyon says:
ACTION: No answer from Thomas.
CEO_Terumo says:
#EO Torres: I believe your team brought a portable anti-gravity general transporter with them. This might be a good time to start using it. The rest of us will have to go by hand...
CNS_Selar says:
::she then gets up and walks to an area and takes some coffee and walks back to her desk::
CMO_Bannister says:
#<Somers> ::Goes over to Rogers.::  CMO:  Yes sir.  ::Taps his combadge.::  *Cherokee*:  Somers to Cherokee, two to beam directly to Sickbay.  ::Is beamed away with Rogers back to the Cherokee.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#::Quietly.::  CO: Something happened inside, Thomas seems to be...in pain.
CTO_Worthington says:
#::Trent feels for a pulse and there isn't one, he realizes he is dead:: Self: I guess it's too late.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::watches as the engineers works on getting the rubble out of the way.:: XO: Only pain? Can you tell what happened? How's Trent?
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CO: Or worse.  We need to hurry.  Trent seems OK, although his thoughts were never much on the surface.
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Hears Commander Siatty and listens in to what kind of pain he feels from them.::
CTO_Worthington says:
#::suddenly Trent realizes that he is going to die, he sits back quietly and opens his tricorder::
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: We seem to be making rapid progress now, Sir.
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan> ::hears Kyleigh like she was next to him::  *OPS*:  Eureka!!!!! Lieutenant.  That's it.  We have done it.
CNS_Selar says:
::she sits at her desk, she takes a sip of her coffee and looks at her computer screen::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#CEO: Make it snappy. ::feeling irritated and helpless::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: I just hope it's enough.
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Gets himself ready to help retrieve the other two crewmembers.::
OPS_Jones says:
*Morgan*:  Wonderful.  Get back here and we will make sure we let Starfleet know the particulars of our findings.
CTO_Worthington says:
#::the oxygen level is almost gone, thanks to the second cave in. Trent takes out a padd and writes the following message:: I guess it's my time. Tell my mother that I love her. I'm sorry I didn't get to say good bye in person.
OPS_Jones says:
#<Morgan> *OPS*:  Understood.  ::gathers up any necessary equipment and heads back to main headquarters.::
Host CO_Lyon says:
ACTION: The portable anti-gravity units do the trick on the last part, and rubble is cleared enough for air to come into the chamber.
CNS_Selar says:
Self: I wonder.. ::pulls up files on the CTO and starts reading::
OPS_Jones says:
*CSO*:  We have achieved Operation: Communication.
CTO_Worthington says:
#: Self: Guess I'll never be Captain. ::Trent slumps over::
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::sees the top of the blockage clear:: CTO: TRENT!
Host XO_Siatty says:
#::Gets anxious, wanting to rush inside and help.::
CEO_Terumo says:
#XO: WE'VE DONE IT!
Host CO_Lyon says:
ACTION: Vastly encouraged the team works faster and clears enough space for the CMO to get inside.
CNS_Selar says:
::she starts to read over his files:: Self: Interesting.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Yes, just a bit more.
CSO_Nash says:
*OPS*: Great work. :: Smiles::  *CO*: Captain, communications operation is now a success.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#*OPS*: Thanks Kyleigh. Some good news, we're inside the cave.
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Gets into the cave and reaches the CTO.  He passes the tricorder over him and then injects him with some dexalin to treat the oxygen deprivation.::
OPS_Jones says:
*CO*:  Wonderful.  Things are looking up.
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::crawls through the opening into the cave and drops to the floor next to Trent:: CTO: Don't you dare die. I'll bring you back and kill  you myself if you do.
Host XO_Siatty says:
#::Follows the medical teams inside, becoming very impatient for news.::
CNS_Selar says:
::she presses a few buttons and then looks up at Pat who just walked in:: Pat: Yes?
CMO_Bannister says:
#::Checks the CTO's vital signs to see if they will return to normal with the injection of dexalin.::
CEO_Terumo says:
#Eng. Team: Good work, everyone.
CNS_Selar says:
<Pat>CNS: I was just wondering if you need any help?
Host CO_Lyon says:
#::calls to the outside:: CEO: Terumo, inform Commander Nash and the Counselor that we have them, please?
CTO_Worthington says:
#<Tory> ::makes a run towards the opening of the cave::
Host XO_Siatty says:
#CEO: Good work, let's see if we can shore up these caves so we can see if they left anything behind.
CMO_Bannister says:
#CO, XO:  He'll be fine.  He just needs his lungs cleared of all the dust and dirt he's breathed in.
Host Capt_Trent says:
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